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  cube.pdf's Issues

  
    

     
      
        Merge error in PDFs with Outline metadata
      

      Under some conditions, merging PDFs causes the following exception. According to this, we suspect that the Outline metadata causes the exception, but we don't know how to reproduce the condition. Please let me know if you have any information.

Cube.Pdf.Editor.RibbonViewModel - System.NullReferenceException: 
   Location iText.Kernel.Pdf.PdfCatalog.ConstructOutlines(PdfDictionary outlineRoot, IDictionary`2 names)
   Location iText.Kernel.Pdf.PdfCatalog.GetOutlines(Boolean updateOutlines)
   Location iText.Kernel.Pdf.PdfPage.GetOutlines(Boolean updateOutlines)
   Location iText.Kernel.Pdf.PdfDocument.CopyPagesTo(IList`1 pagesToCopy, PdfDocument toDocument, Int32 insertBeforePage, IPdfPageExtraCopier copier)
   Location iText.Kernel.Pdf.PdfDocument.CopyPagesTo(IList`1 pagesToCopy, PdfDocument toDocument, IPdfPageExtraCopier copier)
   Location iText.Kernel.Utils.PdfMerger.Merge(PdfDocument from, IList`1 pages)
   Location Cube.Pdf.Itext.DocumentWriter.OnSave(String path)




    
  
    

     
      
        Unable to install Cube.Native.Pdfium.Lite.117.0.593 in .NET Framework projects
      

      Hello,

When I tried to install via nuget, I got an error that it cannot be installed in .NET framework 4.8 project. Could it be fixed? Thanks!

Install-Package : Could not install package 'Cube.Native.Pdfium.Lite 117.0.5938'. You are trying to install this package into a project that targets '.NETFramework,Version=v4.8', but the package does not contain any assembly references or content files that are compatible with that framework. For more information,  contact the package author.


    
  
    

     
      
        CVE-2019-0657 (Medium) detected in system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg
      

      CVE-2019-0657 - Medium Severity Vulnerability

[image: ] Vulnerable Library - system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg

Internal implementation package not meant for direct consumption.  Please do not reference directly....

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg

Path to vulnerable library: /packages/system.private.uri/4.3.0/system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg



Dependency Hierarchy:

	❌ system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg (Vulnerable Library)


Found in HEAD commit: 07a6ea0d2ed4005a4c2c687656699ec1d59c23a0






[image: ] Vulnerability Details
  

A vulnerability exists in certain .Net Framework API's and Visual Studio in the way they parse URL's, aka '.NET Framework and Visual Studio Spoofing Vulnerability'.

Publish Date: 2019-03-05

URL: CVE-2019-0657






[image: ] CVSS 3 Score Details (5.9)


Base Score Metrics:

	Exploitability Metrics:
	Attack Vector: Network
	Attack Complexity: High
	Privileges Required: None
	User Interaction: None
	Scope: Unchanged



	Impact Metrics:
	Confidentiality Impact: None
	Integrity Impact: High
	Availability Impact: None







For more information on CVSS3 Scores, click here.





[image: ] Suggested Fix


Type: Upgrade version

Origin: https://github.com/dotnet/corefx/issues/35265

Release Date: 2018-11-26

Fix Resolution: Microsoft.NETCore.App.nupkg - 2.1.8,2.2.2;System.Private.Uri.nupkg - 4.3.1








Step up your Open Source Security Game with WhiteSource here


    
  
    

     
      
        CVE-2019-0980 (High) detected in system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg
      

      CVE-2019-0980 - High Severity Vulnerability

[image: ] Vulnerable Library - system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg

Internal implementation package not meant for direct consumption.  Please do not reference directly....

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg

Path to vulnerable library: /packages/system.private.uri/4.3.0/system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg



Dependency Hierarchy:

	❌ system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg (Vulnerable Library)


Found in HEAD commit: 07a6ea0d2ed4005a4c2c687656699ec1d59c23a0






[image: ] Vulnerability Details
  

A denial of service vulnerability exists when .NET Framework or .NET Core improperly handle web requests, aka '.Net Framework and .Net Core Denial of Service Vulnerability'. This CVE ID is unique from CVE-2019-0820, CVE-2019-0981.

Publish Date: 2019-05-16

URL: CVE-2019-0980






[image: ] CVSS 3 Score Details (7.5)


Base Score Metrics:

	Exploitability Metrics:
	Attack Vector: Network
	Attack Complexity: Low
	Privileges Required: None
	User Interaction: None
	Scope: Unchanged



	Impact Metrics:
	Confidentiality Impact: None
	Integrity Impact: None
	Availability Impact: High







For more information on CVSS3 Scores, click here.





[image: ] Suggested Fix


Type: Upgrade version

Origin: https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-0980

Release Date: 2019-05-16

Fix Resolution: 4.3.2








Step up your Open Source Security Game with WhiteSource here


    
  
    
      
    

     
      
        PageCollection improvements
      

      Currently, the implementation executes the API of the dependent library every time when retrieving a Page object from PageCollection, but this may cause performance problems. Fix it to have a cache and return a copy of the cache.

	PageCollection for iText7
	PageCollection for PDFium



    
  
    

     
      
        CVE-2019-0820 (High) detected in system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg
      

      CVE-2019-0820 - High Severity Vulnerability

[image: ] Vulnerable Library - system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg

Provides the System.Text.RegularExpressions.Regex class, an implementation of a regular expression e...

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg

Path to dependency file: Cube.Pdf/Applications/Converter/Core/Cube.Pdf.Converter.csproj

Path to vulnerable library: /usr/share/dotnet/sdk/NuGetFallbackFolder/system.text.regularexpressions/4.3.0/system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg



Dependency Hierarchy:

	Cube.Pdf.Itext-4.0.0 (Root Library)
	itext7.7.1.16.nupkg
	system.xml.xmldocument.4.3.0.nupkg
	system.xml.readerwriter.4.3.0.nupkg
	❌ system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg (Vulnerable Library)














Found in HEAD commit: 07a6ea0d2ed4005a4c2c687656699ec1d59c23a0






[image: ] Vulnerability Details
  

A denial of service vulnerability exists when .NET Framework and .NET Core improperly process RegEx strings, aka '.NET Framework and .NET Core Denial of Service Vulnerability'. This CVE ID is unique from CVE-2019-0980, CVE-2019-0981.

Publish Date: 2019-05-16

URL: CVE-2019-0820






[image: ] CVSS 3 Score Details (7.5)


Base Score Metrics:

	Exploitability Metrics:
	Attack Vector: Network
	Attack Complexity: Low
	Privileges Required: None
	User Interaction: None
	Scope: Unchanged



	Impact Metrics:
	Confidentiality Impact: None
	Integrity Impact: None
	Availability Impact: High







For more information on CVSS3 Scores, click here.







Step up your Open Source Security Game with WhiteSource here


    
  
    

     
      
        not correct size of page in pdf
      

      [image: image]
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shrek.pdf


    
  
    

     
      
        [ARM64][Compat][Win32][CubePDF Japanese & 3.0.0] : Unable to view the Print dialog box after clicking on "Print"
      

      [ARM64]

[CubePDF Japanese & 3.0.0]

[Windows11]

Repro Steps:

	Deploy latest Zinc/Germanium OS on ARM64 device.
	Perform Windows and Store updates.
	Install all the pre-requisites on your ARM64 device. X64-Graphics driver, ARM64X VC++ Redistributable, OpenCL™ and OpenGL® Compatibility Pack
	Install the application from setup file
	Launch the application
	Click on three dots available in the browser after redirecting.
	choose printer option.
	Select cubepdf from printer dropdown.
	Click on print.
	Observe. Unable to view the Print dialog box after clicking "Print".



    
  
    

     
      
        Add TiffConverter via Ghostscript API
      

      Add the Cube.Pdf.Ghostscript.TiffConverter class that inherits the ImageConverter. The class will especially implement the multipage TIFF image format. Tiff file formats of the Ghostscript API is as follows:

	https://www.ghostscript.com/doc/9.25/Devices.htm#TIFF



    
  
    
      
    

     
      
        NullReferenceException for other than *.pdf
      

      CubePDF Utility throws a NullReferenceException object when the other than *.pdf file is specified. We will fix it so that it will try to open all the specified files, and will display a more friendly message if the operation fails.


    
  
    

     
      
        Format setting is not applied to the SaveFileDialog.FilterIndex
      

      The current Format setting is not applied to the FilterIndex of the SaveFileDialog that appears when you click the button to select the destination.


    
  
    

     
      
        how to convert pdf to tiff in azure
      

      We'd like to be able to convert a multipage PDF to a multipage TIFF within an Azure Function. Is this possible with this library?


    
  
    

     
      
        PDF filesize is unnecessarily increased when merging image files
      

      Merging image files (especially JPEG files) as PDF pages would increase the file size of the merged PDF file unnecessarily.


    
  
    

     
      
        Change APIs for IDocumentRenderer
      

      A Page object may require read access to the dependent PDF library (PDFium, iText, etc), which may degrade performance. Therefore, we will change the API of the IDocumentRenderer interface as follows

6.0.0 (current version)

void Render(Graphics dest, Page page, PointF point, SizeF size);
Image Render(Page page, SizeF size);


7.0.0

void Render(Graphics dest, int pagenum); // may be extended method.
void Render(Graphics dest, int pagenum, Angle delta);

Image Render(int pagenum); // may be extended method.
Image Render(int pagenum, Angle delta); // may be extended method.
Image Render(int pagenum, double scale, Angle delta);
Image Render(int pagenum, SizeF box, Angle delta);


We will define methods of the current version as extended methods (Cube.Pdf.Mixin namespace).


    
  
    
      
    

     
      
        Unable to build this project in Visual Studio 2019
      

      Hi All,

I have downloaded this repo source code and opened in Visual Studio 2019.

But when i am building this solution in Visual Studio I am getting below errors

[image: errors]

My Visual Studio Version is:

[image: visualstudio_version]

Please advise on the errors.

The same errors are visible when i have build the tag version code 3.1.2


    
  
    

     
      
        This is a test issue from WhiteSource, it will be closed shortly
      

      

    
  
    

     
      
        Issues with thumbnails of image files
      

      Thumbnails are not displayed when adding image files.


    
  
    

     
      
        Cube.Pdf linux support
      

      I would want to run Cube.Pdf in a Linux docker container using PDFium. Is this something you are likely to support in the near future?


    
  
    

     
      
        SettingValue.Format allows a part of enum values
      

      The SettingValue.Format property currently allows a part of the Format values. We will fix to allow all of them.


    
  
    
      
    

     
      
        CVE-2020-15522 (Medium) detected in bouncycastle.1.8.6.1.nupkg - autoclosed
      

      CVE-2020-15522 - Medium Severity Vulnerability

[image: ] Vulnerable Library - bouncycastle.1.8.6.1.nupkg

Bouncy Castle is a collection of APIs used in cryptography.

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/bouncycastle.1.8.6.1.nupkg

Path to dependency file: /Applications/Converter/Core/Cube.Pdf.Converter.csproj

Path to vulnerable library: /tmp/ws-scm/packages/bouncycastle/1.8.6.1/bouncycastle.1.8.6.1.nupkg



Dependency Hierarchy:

	itextsharp.5.5.13.2.nupkg (Root Library)
	❌ bouncycastle.1.8.6.1.nupkg (Vulnerable Library)





Found in HEAD commit: 61291be2fdd3d29daa75cf6fe6179a804cedfb0c






[image: ] Vulnerability Details
  

Bouncy Castle BC Java before 1.66, BC C# .NET before 1.8.7, BC-FJA before 1.0.1.2, 1.0.2.1, and BC-FNA before 1.0.1.1 have a timing issue within the EC math library that can expose information about the private key when an attacker is able to observe timing information for the generation of multiple deterministic ECDSA signatures.

Publish Date: 2021-05-20

URL: CVE-2020-15522






[image: ] CVSS 3 Score Details (5.9)


Base Score Metrics:

	Exploitability Metrics:
	Attack Vector: Network
	Attack Complexity: High
	Privileges Required: None
	User Interaction: None
	Scope: Unchanged



	Impact Metrics:
	Confidentiality Impact: High
	Integrity Impact: None
	Availability Impact: None







For more information on CVSS3 Scores, click here.





[image: ] Suggested Fix


Type: Upgrade version

Origin: https://github.com/bcgit/bc-java/wiki/CVE-2020-15522

Release Date: 2021-05-20

Fix Resolution: org.bouncycastle:bc-fips:1.0.2.1;org.bouncycastle:bc-fips-debug:1.0.2.1;org.bouncycastle:bcprov-ext-jdk14:1.66;org.bouncycastle:bcprov-ext-jdk15on:1.66;org.bouncycastle:bcprov-jdk14:1.66;org.bouncycastle:bcprov-jdk15on:1.66;BouncyCastle - 1.8.9;Portable.BouncyCastle - 1.8.8








Step up your Open Source Security Game with WhiteSource here


    
  
    

     
      
        CVE-2019-0981 (High) detected in system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg
      

      CVE-2019-0981 - High Severity Vulnerability

[image: ] Vulnerable Library - system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg

Internal implementation package not meant for direct consumption.  Please do not reference directly....

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg

Path to vulnerable library: /packages/system.private.uri/4.3.0/system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg



Dependency Hierarchy:

	❌ system.private.uri.4.3.0.nupkg (Vulnerable Library)


Found in HEAD commit: 07a6ea0d2ed4005a4c2c687656699ec1d59c23a0






[image: ] Vulnerability Details
  

A denial of service vulnerability exists when .NET Framework or .NET Core improperly handle web requests, aka '.Net Framework and .Net Core Denial of Service Vulnerability'. This CVE ID is unique from CVE-2019-0820, CVE-2019-0980.

Publish Date: 2019-05-16

URL: CVE-2019-0981






[image: ] CVSS 3 Score Details (7.5)


Base Score Metrics:

	Exploitability Metrics:
	Attack Vector: Network
	Attack Complexity: Low
	Privileges Required: None
	User Interaction: None
	Scope: Unchanged



	Impact Metrics:
	Confidentiality Impact: None
	Integrity Impact: None
	Availability Impact: High







For more information on CVSS3 Scores, click here.





[image: ] Suggested Fix


Type: Upgrade version

Origin: https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-0981

Release Date: 2019-05-16

Fix Resolution: 4.3.2








Step up your Open Source Security Game with WhiteSource here


    
  
    

     
      
        IndexOutOfRangeException may occur when getting PDF metadata
      

      When Metadata or Save button is pressed, IndexOutOfRangeException may occur.

From Stacktrace, there seems to be a problem in getting Title and other information from PDF metadata.

Any information on this matter would be appreciated.

Stacktrace is as follows:

PresentableBase (366) System.IndexOutOfRangeException
   iText.IO.Source.PdfTokenizer.DecodeStringContent(Byte[] content, Int32 from, Int32 to, Boolean hexWriting)
   iText.Kernel.Pdf.PdfString.DecodeContent()
   iText.Kernel.Pdf.PdfString.ToUnicodeString()
   iText.Kernel.Pdf.PdfDocumentInfo.GetTitle()
   Cube.Pdf.Itext.ReaderExtension.GetMetadata(PdfDocument src)
   Cube.Pdf.Itext.DocumentReader..ctor(String src, Password password, OpenOption options)
   Cube.Pdf.Editor.File.GetItext(Entity src, IQuery`1 query, Boolean partial)
   Cube.Pdf.Editor.SaveExtension.Save(MainFacade src, String dest, Action`1 prev, Action`1 next)
   Cube.Pdf.Editor.SaveExtension.<>c__DisplayClass3_0.<Overwrite>b__0()
   Cube.Syntax.Extensions.Methods.Then(Boolean value, Action action)
   Cube.PresentableBase.<>c__DisplayClass21_0.<Run>g__invoke|0()




    
  
    

     
      
        WS-2022-0161 (High) detected in opencover.4.7.1221.nupkg
      

      WS-2022-0161 - High Severity Vulnerability

[image: ] Vulnerable Library - opencover.4.7.1221.nupkg

An open source code coverage tool (branch and sequence point) for all .NET Frameworks 2 and above. A...

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/opencover.4.7.1221.nupkg

Path to dependency file: /Tests/Converter/Cube.Pdf.Converter.Tests.csproj

Path to vulnerable library: /tmp/ws-scm/packages/opencover/4.7.1221/opencover.4.7.1221.nupkg



Dependency Hierarchy:

	Cube.Tests-7.0.0 (Root Library)
	❌ opencover.4.7.1221.nupkg (Vulnerable Library)





Found in HEAD commit: 2affaa235c8f41db002c32f8d5e57729dc3adca0

Found in base branch: master






[image: ] Vulnerability Details
  

Improper Handling of Exceptional Conditions in Newtonsoft.Json.

Newtonsoft.Json prior to version 13.0.1 is vulnerable to Insecure Defaults due to improper handling of StackOverFlow exception (SOE) whenever nested expressions are being processed. Exploiting this vulnerability results in Denial Of Service (DoS), and it is exploitable when an attacker sends 5 requests that cause SOE in time frame of 5 minutes. This vulnerability affects Internet Information Services (IIS) Applications.

Publish Date: 2022-06-22

URL: WS-2022-0161






[image: ] CVSS 3 Score Details (7.5)


Base Score Metrics:

	Exploitability Metrics:
	Attack Vector: Network
	Attack Complexity: Low
	Privileges Required: None
	User Interaction: None
	Scope: Unchanged



	Impact Metrics:
	Confidentiality Impact: None
	Integrity Impact: None
	Availability Impact: High







For more information on CVSS3 Scores, click here.





[image: ] Suggested Fix


Type: Upgrade version

Origin: GHSA-5crp-9r3c-p9vr

Release Date: 2022-06-22

Fix Resolution: Newtonsoft.Json - 13.0.1;Microsoft.Extensions.ApiDescription.Server - 6.0.0








Step up your Open Source Security Game with Mend here


    
  
    

     
      
        Nested outlines in PDF are broken when merged.
      

      When merging PDF files with nested outlines, the structure will be broken.

[image: nested-oulines-error]


    
  
    
      
    

     
      
        CVE-2018-1285 (High) detected in log4net-2.0.8.0.dll, opencover.4.7.922.nupkg
      

      CVE-2018-1285 - High Severity Vulnerability

[image: ] Vulnerable Libraries - log4net-2.0.8.0.dll, opencover.4.7.922.nupkg



log4net-2.0.8.0.dll

Apache log4net for .NET Framework 4.5

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/log4net.2.0.8.nupkg

Path to vulnerable library: /packages/opencover/4.7.922/tools/log4net.dll



Dependency Hierarchy:

	❌ log4net-2.0.8.0.dll (Vulnerable Library)



opencover.4.7.922.nupkg

An open source code coverage tool (branch and sequence point) for all .NET Frameworks 2 and above. A...

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/opencover.4.7.922.nupkg

Path to dependency file: Cube.Pdf/Tests/Converter/Cube.Pdf.Converter.Tests.csproj

Path to vulnerable library: /packages/opencover/4.7.922/opencover.4.7.922.nupkg,/packages/opencover/4.7.922/opencover.4.7.922.nupkg



Dependency Hierarchy:

	❌ opencover.4.7.922.nupkg (Vulnerable Library)



Found in HEAD commit: 1468f9972b1157be8e784ea1410fbcf3cdae761a






[image: ] Vulnerability Details
  

Apache log4net versions before 2.0.10 do not disable XML external entities when parsing log4net configuration files. This allows for XXE-based attacks in applications that accept attacker-controlled log4net configuration files.

Publish Date: 2020-05-11

URL: CVE-2018-1285






[image: ] CVSS 3 Score Details (9.8)


Base Score Metrics:

	Exploitability Metrics:
	Attack Vector: Network
	Attack Complexity: Low
	Privileges Required: None
	User Interaction: None
	Scope: Unchanged



	Impact Metrics:
	Confidentiality Impact: High
	Integrity Impact: High
	Availability Impact: High







For more information on CVSS3 Scores, click here.





[image: ] Suggested Fix


Type: Upgrade version

Origin: https://github.com/apache/logging-log4net/tree/rel/2.0.10

Release Date: 2020-05-11

Fix Resolution: log4net - 2.0.10








Step up your Open Source Security Game with WhiteSource here


    
  
    

     
      
        Add MuPDF based IDocumentReader and IDocumentRenderer implementation
      

      Add the Cube.Pdf.MuPdf.DocumentReader class that implements the IDocumentReader and IDocumentRenderer interfaces based on the MuPDF API.


    
  
    

     
      
        UCEERR_RENDERTHREADFAILURE has occurred
      

      In some environments, UCEERR_RENDERTHREADFAILURE has occurred when launching CubePDF Utility.

System.AppDomain - System.Runtime.InteropServices.COMException (0x88980406): UCEERR_RENDERTHREADFAILURE (HRESULT 0x88980406)
   System.Windows.Media.Composition.DUCE.Channel.SyncFlush()
   System.Windows.Interop.HwndTarget.UpdateWindowSettings(Boolean enableRenderTarget, Nullable`1 channelSet)
   System.Windows.Interop.HwndTarget.UpdateWindowPos(IntPtr lParam)
   System.Windows.Interop.HwndTarget.HandleMessage(WindowMessage msg, IntPtr wparam, IntPtr lparam)
   System.Windows.Interop.HwndSource.HwndTargetFilterMessage(IntPtr hwnd, Int32 msg, IntPtr wParam, IntPtr lParam, Boolean& handled)
   MS.Win32.HwndWrapper.WndProc(IntPtr hwnd, Int32 msg, IntPtr wParam, IntPtr lParam, Boolean& handled)
   MS.Win32.HwndSubclass.DispatcherCallbackOperation(Object o)
   System.Windows.Threading.ExceptionWrapper.InternalRealCall(Delegate callback, Object args, Int32 numArgs)
   System.Windows.Threading.ExceptionWrapper.TryCatchWhen(Object source, Delegate callback, Object args, Int32 numArgs, Delegate catchHandler)
   System.Windows.Threading.Dispatcher.LegacyInvokeImpl(DispatcherPriority priority, TimeSpan timeout, Delegate method, Object args, Int32 numArgs)
   MS.Win32.HwndSubclass.SubclassWndProc(IntPtr hwnd, Int32 msg, IntPtr wParam, IntPtr lParam)




    
  
    

     
      
        Provide CubePDF apps in one single package
      

      Hi, I thought if you could make single package for all your PDF apps so whoever wants to use them can install a single software instead of installing three different software. Same way as PDF24 did for their apps. One can access all of PDF24's apps from PDF Toolbox window, though there are actually three or four different apps. This also reduces duplicate library in system drive. You can give the unified package a different name, like CubePDF Suite or CubePDF Creator.

Though PDF24 relies entirely on open-source software like PDFium, Ghostscript, PDFBox, QPDF and Tesseract OCR, but their software isn't open-source. I hope you can keep CubePDF open-source for the foreseeable future and transform it into a fully featured PDF editor.

So here are key points to clear-up if any confusion:

	Provide CubePDF apps in one single package.
	You can provide a single window to access all apps, if you wish.



    
  
    

     
      
        CVE-2019-0820 (High) detected in system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg
      

      CVE-2019-0820 - High Severity Vulnerability

[image: ] Vulnerable Library - system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg

Provides the System.Text.RegularExpressions.Regex class, an implementation of a regular expression e...

Library home page: https://api.nuget.org/packages/system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg

Path to dependency file: Cube.Pdf/Applications/Converter/Core/Cube.Pdf.Converter.csproj

Path to vulnerable library: /usr/share/dotnet/sdk/NuGetFallbackFolder/system.text.regularexpressions/4.3.0/system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg



Dependency Hierarchy:

	itext7.7.1.16.nupkg (Root Library)
	system.xml.xmldocument.4.3.0.nupkg
	system.xml.readerwriter.4.3.0.nupkg
	❌ system.text.regularexpressions.4.3.0.nupkg (Vulnerable Library)











Found in HEAD commit: 06c94302226f71586022b07f269711e46070160b






[image: ] Vulnerability Details
  

A denial of service vulnerability exists when .NET Framework and .NET Core improperly process RegEx strings, aka '.NET Framework and .NET Core Denial of Service Vulnerability'. This CVE ID is unique from CVE-2019-0980, CVE-2019-0981.

Publish Date: 2019-05-16

URL: CVE-2019-0820






[image: ] CVSS 3 Score Details (7.5)


Base Score Metrics:

	Exploitability Metrics:
	Attack Vector: Network
	Attack Complexity: Low
	Privileges Required: None
	User Interaction: None
	Scope: Unchanged



	Impact Metrics:
	Confidentiality Impact: None
	Integrity Impact: None
	Availability Impact: High







For more information on CVSS3 Scores, click here.





[image: ] Suggested Fix


Type: Upgrade version

Origin: GHSA-cmhx-cq75-c4mj

Release Date: 2020-08-24

Fix Resolution: System.Text.RegularExpressions - 4.3.1








Step up your Open Source Security Game with WhiteSource here


    
  
    
      
    

     
      
        Add some arguments to the post process
      

      Add some arguments to the post process when the two or more files are generated by the CubePDF. See also:

	Issues 1 - cubepdf (deprecated)



    
  
    

     
      
        CubePDF Utility fails to start with sRGB virtual device model profile
      

      CubePDF Utility fails to start when the display color profile is set to "sRGB virtual device model profile".


    
  
    

     
      
        Filename containing "."
      

      When using CubePDF to print files with a dot in the filename, the characters after the dot are removed and displayed in the Destination text box.

Alternatively, the characters after the last dot in the filename should be stripped.

If you print 3.141.doc->

Bad 3.pdf

Good 3.141.pdf


    
  
    

     
      
        AutoSave without prompt?
      

      

    
  
    

     
      
        Error message should be displayed when the password is empty
      

      In the CubePDF main window, if I enable the "Encrypt PDF with password" checkbox, leave the password empty, and click the Convert button, I should get an error message.


    
  
    
      
    

     
      
        Add PDFium based IDocumentWriter implementation
      

      Add the Cube.Pdf.Pdfium.DocumentWriter class that implements the IDocumentWriter interface based on the PDFium API. Editing API of the PDFium is as follows:

	https://pdfium.googlesource.com/pdfium/+/master/public/fpdf_save.h
	https://pdfium.googlesource.com/pdfium/+/master/public/fpdf_edit.h
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      React
    
  

  A declarative, efficient, and flexible JavaScript library for building user interfaces.
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      Vue.js
    
  

  🖖 Vue.js is a progressive, incrementally-adoptable JavaScript framework for building UI on the web.
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      Typescript
    
  

  TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript that compiles to clean JavaScript output.
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      TensorFlow
    
  

  An Open Source Machine Learning Framework for Everyone
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      Django
    
  

  The Web framework for perfectionists with deadlines.
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      Laravel
    
  

  A PHP framework for web artisans
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      D3
    
  

  Bring data to life with SVG, Canvas and HTML. 📊📈🎉
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      javascript
    
  

  JavaScript (JS) is a lightweight interpreted programming language with first-class functions.



              
	
                

  
    
      
      web
    
  

  Some thing interesting about web. New door for the world.



              
	
                

  
    
      
      server
    
  

  A server is a program made to process requests and deliver data to clients.



              
	
                

  
    
      
      Machine learning
    
  

  Machine learning is a way of modeling and interpreting data that allows a piece of software to respond intelligently.



              
	
                

  
    
      
      Visualization
    
  

  Some thing interesting about visualization, use data art



              
	
                

  
    
      
      Game
    
  

  Some thing interesting about game, make everyone happy.
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      Facebook
    
  

  We are working to build community through open source technology. NB: members must have two-factor auth.
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      Microsoft
    
  

  Open source projects and samples from Microsoft.
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      Google
    
  

  Google ❤️ Open Source for everyone.
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      Alibaba
    
  

  Alibaba Open Source for everyone
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      D3
    
  

  Data-Driven Documents codes.
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      Tencent
    
  

  China tencent open source team.
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